Duplicitous
How We The People Can Reclaim America
“Our true enemy is ignorance & apathy.”
How safe are we?
Is the United States of America finished as a first world country?
Are the US Constitution and the Rule of Law still being followed in a way that benefits Americans?
Is the quest for money, power and personal security stronger than the desire to help our neighbor?
This book, coauthored by Randy E King and Michael Beaumont, marks the third collaboration related to
leadership and developing your personal philosophy which includes: Left-Center-Right: What is Best for
America? and Is Anybody Listening?: Real Teens True Stories – Young People Hoping to Make a Difference.
Duplicitous = Deceptiveness by pretending one set of feelings and acting under the influence of another.
This book's primary goal is to educate you on the root causes of the social and political strife in our country,
and to offer practical personal, professional and technical solutions & strategies that when implemented
properly will empower you as an individual, a teenager, a corporation, a non-profit organization or a politician
to Reclaim America! It is much more than a how-to book. It is for learning about and preserving our Nation.
The US Constitution, the fundamental law of this country and part of what makes this country great, starts with
three important words ... "We the People." It is our responsibility as a free and informed society to do what it
takes to fight for liberty, justice and freedom.
As a result of significant research, we have determined that there are three types of Americans: Apathetic
(those who don't care), Concerned (those who care but do nothing), and Responsible (those who care and do
something). Which one are you?
If you are not interested in liberty, freedom and justice, this book IS NOT for you. If you are looking for a comic
book version of our political system, this book IS NOT for you. If you truly want to understand how our system
works and how you can be an active part of it, then this book IS for you.
This book discusses the importance of finding a balance between too little government (which leads to anarchy)
and too much government (which leads to oligarchy). It places the many political-related events into proper
context. The US Constitution is specifically designed to allow “We the People” to develop rules and maintain
comprehensive accountability so that no one person or group is above the law.
This book is organized into three sections. The first section describes our public face as a Nation. The second
section describes the darker, more sinister & often unspoken dangerous side of an uncontrolled government.
The third section describes practical solutions on how to create real social and political change. At the end of
the day, remember that You Can Make a Difference!
I have two simple questions to ask you.
What type of society do you want your children and grandchildren to inherit?
How close are we to fulfilling that vision?
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